Short Biography of Dr. Ajit Kumar Panda:

Dr. Ajit Kumar Panda, a BOYSCAST fellow returned from USA and was working at National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST), Berhampur from Sept 1996 to Feb 2020 and have now started a start-up called Electronics Center of Excellence (e-COE). Though e-COE, he is doing the work for different electronics industry and currently setting up a unit of an Indian ODM/OEM companies at Bhubaneswar to work on Communication Technology. In last two years, he has built the unit of company and now 100 electronics engineers are working in this center. This is the biggest electronics company till now in Odisha.

He is a Distinguished Lecturer of IEEE Electron Device Society, currently one of the SRC vice-Chair of EDS and is an IEEE Senior Member. His current aim is to help few electronics companies to establish their unit at Odisha.